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The Bison basketball team
start the season out with
success.
PAGE lb

Change is in the air for
Searcy and White County.
Nov. 7 polls ended in the
election ofmany new officials
throughout the district- but
not two of the main positions. The offices of county
judge and mayor sat open
for an additional three weeks
while .candida~s continued
campaigning for the runoff
.
election.
The mayor's race was between Democratic incumbent
Belinda Laforce, and Republican Dale Brewer. After
the Nov. 28 election, runoff
voters kept Laforce in office

- by a mere 17 votes, a .404
percent lead of the total votes.
Results showed Laforce carrying Wards 2 and 3, Ward
2 being Searcy's largest ward,
while Brewer leacf in Ward
1and 4.
Laforce st~pped up to
the mayor's office after the
previous mayor, David Evans,
was elected to the state senate
to represent Searcy. She had
worked for the city for nearly
20 years prior to her election.
She has been responsible for
many large projects in Searcy
including die current expansion of Race Street and the
restoration process involved
on the downtown square.
Laforce said the win was a

huge relief and she felt a huge
load. lifted off her shouldersi
however, she said she was unsure as to the reason for such
a narrow margin of victory,
citing the recent oontroversy on
the city council as a potential
reason for the dose race.
The county sheriffs race
also continued into the runoff
vote, though the final results
were not quite as dose. Michael Lincoln, the Republican
candidate, was victorious over
Dennis. Gillam, an indefendent candidate. Out o the
11,329 votes cast throughout
the county, Lintoln was voted
in with 183 more votes than
his opponent.
Lincoln previously served

as the director of Camp Wyldewood, a summer camp and
retreat center located north
of town.
White County is now slated
to inaugurate a Republican
jud.se and sheriff on Jan. 1.
Ricky Shroud won the general
election against incumbent Pat
Garrett and opponent Gary
Thornton.
Across the county several
other elections were decided
during the Nov. 28 runoff.
Debbie Gorham was voted
onto the Rose Bud City
Council by only four votes,
and Russ Durham WCI§ elected
as an alderman in Bradford
by five votes.
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Searcy Mayor Belinda Laforce and White County judge elect Michael Lincoln congratulate each other at the Democratic headquarters
after their victories in the Nov. 28 runoff elections.

Christmas Decorations Sparkle at Harding

SA, CAB
Plan For
Spring
Semester

Campus

Garnished
With Wreaths,
Bows, Lights
MELISSA MCDONALD
assistant copy editor

HAYLEY TODD
student reporter

Christmas is 9uicklr. ap-

Q~fur Haitjingstlli:lents.

Winter coats and upcoming

6naJ exams ~ . die end ol·
a long semester. Likewise the
campus itselfis beginning to
looK at lot like Cliristmas.
The campus has been
decorated by tll.e Greenkeepers
Garden Club, Harding staff
and ph~i~ resources director
Danny DeRamus.The inside of
the newly renovated American
Herl~ Center was decorated
by Cindy Hunter, secre!<UY to
tlie presiaent, and Liz Howell,
director of parent and alumni
relations and member of the
Garden Club. The Heritage
center has embellished statrcases flanked by two 15-foot
Christmas trees ..
"InJune2006, Dt: Bwks and
Danny DeRamus aP.proached
me aoout gettins volunteers to
. transform the umversi!Y during
the Christmas season,' Howell
said. "[The club] met in June
and began talking about the
possibilities. Ideas from Williamsburg and Opryland were
considered, and i:he Harding
pro~ct began."
Club president Harriet
Raley sought the services of
Joyce Moore, a designer and
member of the Garaen dub
who has also decorated the
White House and Arkansas
Governor's Mansion. Moore
took the leadership role in
designing and purchasing .

CRAIG RAINBOLT/The Bison

The Harding bell tower, Administration Auditorium, Ganus Building, Ezell Building, Brackett Library and surrounding lawn light up the
night as they shine with more than 40,000 lights. The campus trimmings include more than 400 bows and wreaths made by the Greenkeepers
Garden club. The campus was decorated by members of the club, physical resources and Harding staff.

materials, Howell said.
Howell said the project is
multifaceted and has many
objectives for the club and for
Harding. Among these are to
promote the love of g~dening
and floral design, highli_ght the
involvement ofthe garden dub
in a civic project, attract new

members and strengtl}en bonds
and friendships of current
members. The 22 members
of the club put more than
490 volunteer hours into the
pr~ct.

Ihe decorations and lights
are new for the Harding campus
as well as for many students

like junior Emilr. Dunlap.
Dunlap said the look took
some getting used to.
"I didn't really like them at
first," Dunlap said. "Since the
freshman didn't do it this year,
it was new and way more over.
the top than I've ever seen it.

But I've come to appreciate them.
I can tell a lot of work was put

into it, and I like that we have
greenery on the lamp posts and
wreaths around campus so that
the 'day' Christmas decorations
are nice. Now we have the 'night'
Christmas decorations."
see DECORATIONS page 3A

Winter Break Extended
Students Spend More Time With Family, Aware of Travel Concerns
LINDSEY LOWE

news editor

Unlike years past, Harding students will now have
an entire month, Dec. .16 to
Jan. 14, for Christmas break,
Which will give many students
opportunities to travel home
or elsewhere.
Some students, like junior
Vanessa Spoto, think when
the break was shorter, it was
impractical for some students
to g_o home.
"It does seem more pragtn?ric
for students that live in other
countries to travel home now
having four weeks," Spoto
said. '1t seems more worth
the_price of tickets."
Senior Hannah Gordon
said she is glad the break is
longer because she gets to

spend more time with her
family. Gordon said it is unfortunate that some students
have to go home with other
students instead ofgetting to
spend the holidays with tfieir
own families.
"[If I did not get to go
home] I would be
because
I've never been away from my
family for Christmas or any
holiday," Gordon said.
Senior Tania Grande is
a Walton Scholar from El
Salvador who said she is very
happy about this year's break
be19_g longer.
<v l hank God I have had the
chance to go to mr country
every summer and Christmas
break," Grande said.
Spoto said the break is
sucli a valuable time, and
students will really appreciate

saa,

the extra week.
"I think we need that
breather to just rest," Spoto
said. "We get so stressed out
during the year, especially
during the fill semester since
we have no break, and [during Christmas break] we get
time to stop."
Tho~ students are excited
about die Jong break, more
r.eo2.Je travelmg by air for
the Christmas season brings
more concern r~ding flight
regulations, Gordon said.
Air travelers can expect to
be confro nted with a series
of securiry- measures, some
observable and others not,
to ensure the security of the
traveling public, as well as
the nation's transportation
system, according to the
Transportat ion Security

Administration's Web site.
Beginning Sept. 26, 2006,
air travelers nave been ~rmit
ted to carry liquids, gels and
aero50}s in their cmy-on luggage
when going through security
checkpoints as long as severcil
TSA guidelines are met.
With the exception of
baby formula, breast milk
and prescription medicines,
all liquids, gels and aerosols
must be in no larger than
three-ounce containers and
placed in a quart-size, clear
plastic, zip-top bag.
Furthermore, each passenger is only allowed one
quart-sized bag of toiletries,
which must be removed from
the car~-on and placed in a
bin for X-ray screening at the
checkpoint.
The regulations on liq-

"It does seem more pragmatic
for students that live in other
countries to travel home now
·having four weeks. It seems
more worth the price of
tickets."

VANESSA SPORTO
junior ·

uids and such are extre~ely
irritating and over the top,
Gordon said.
"I like to know that
family: members are safe, but ~~
haveJ kind ofmixed feelings,'
Gordon said. "It's annoyrng
when you have to go through
[these screeningsJ, but it is
good to know you and your
foved ones are safe."

mx

Spring semester on Harding's
campus is a busy time. Many
movies, bands and events have
been in the work and planned
by the StudentAssociation and
Campus Activities Board.
"We're looking forward to
next semester," SA President
Travis Eslinger said.
The CAB has a full week
ofevents planned to start off
the spring semester director
of campus life Zach Neal
said. The first group on the
list for performing shows is
the comedic improv group
Mission Improvable.
Neal said the CAB is also
seeking bands to perform on
campus and increase the musical diversity ofperformances.
They want to appeal to all
students on campus and the
diversity of the music they
listen to.
"Our goal is to get a country
band, have Jetpack and also get
a band that is more of a hip
hop style and try to fill every
music group on campus,"
Neal said.
Movies for spring semester
are planned for each weekend.
The CAB is already working
on having an Adam Sandler
weekend and a "kid friendly"
weekend. They also hope to
sponsor an event for Valentine's
Day, such as a dinner and a
movie event.
Neal said he is most excited
about an event that is a take
offfrom "Family Feud". The
P.ame show will be called
'Survey Says" and feature
questions about Harding. The
winners of the game show will
receive cash prizes.
The SA has two major events
planned fur the spring semester.
The first major event is the
Mardi 1 "hair-raiser" for Locks
of Love. The "hair-raiser'' will
be a formal gala featuring acrobatic performers, Eslinger said.
"Ladies should come with a
date and your hair in a ponytail,"
Eslinger said. "There will be a
hair dresser there to style your
hair and then after you and your
date will go on to the rest of
the evening's events."
see SA page 3A
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In Successful Men,
Education Never Ends
As I write this, it is mid-

Dr. DENNIS MATLOCK

November and people are
registering for their spring
classes. It is an exciting and
optimistic time as everyone reevaluates their academic goals.
I have observed a number
However, by proactively
of students who either have
listening and responding to
a double major or a minor
others, you can oftentimes
that is in a substantially
constructively
work through
different discipline from
difficult
situations
before
their major. Although I am
problems
arise.
sure there are a number of
Therefore, I also believe
reasons for this, I suspect
a life-long learner is more
these students are planning
likely to possess multiple
for an interdisciplinary career
skills that can be used to solve
that may require different
a problem. I think of the
sets of skills. I also work in
wonderful example
an interdisciplinary
that
many of you
field, and the work
I grow increasingly set on mission
of others in different
convinced
trips. Usually, these
fields over the past
there are many
trips
are composed
decades has proven
advantages to
of teams with
vitally important to
being a life-long
people who are
understanding key
learner.
willing and able to
events in the life
share the Gospel
sciences.
in
addition to
Given these observations
tending
to
the
sick or digging
I decided to take the
opportunity to encourage you a well for fresh water. I have
observed that people with
to be life-long learners. I grow
multiple skills often make
increasingly convinced there
respected and effective leaders.
are many advantages to being
people don't become
These
a life-long learner. I'm sure
leaders
because they have all
you will be able to think of
the
answers.
On the contrary,
other benefits in addition to
the
experience
these people
what I mention here.
have
has
provided
them wi.t h
First, I believe a life-long
the ability to seek advice and
learner is teachable. As a
to listen and respond to what
teachable person grows
has been said.
and matures, he or she is
In conclusion, I hope you
more likely to appropriately
become
a life-long learner.
acknowledge his or her
Many
companies
offer
strengths and weaknesses.
continuing
education
benefits
Ecclesiastes 4:13 says "Better
utilize
that
I
hope
you
will
a poor but wise youth than
as you enter the workforce.
an old but foolish king
Ifyou currently have the
who no longer knows how
financial resources, take a
to take warning" (NIV). I
course
you may not have
doubt anyone wakes up in
considered
taking before that
the morning and says to
is outside your graduation
himself, "Today, I am going
requirements. Take an English
to be like this foolish king."
or communications course
However, the number of us
that wake up and do not listen with the intent of becoming
a better communicator.
to the counsel of our fellow
Take
a history or psychology
Christians may be a bit larger.
course
to learn how others
I would encourage you to
have
addressed
situations in
take time to reflect or "take
the
past
and
what
society has
warning" in your daily life,
learned
from
the
experience.
which leads me to my next
Who knows, you may meet
point.
someone that becomes an
I believe a life-long learner
important contact in your
is an effective listener. There
social network- something a
are many situations where
business course may epcourage
effective listening is an
you
to develop. I believe M ark
important life skill. Listening
Twain is credited with the
and responding to others
aphorism, "If the only ~ol you
can make all the difference
have is a hammer, you tend to
when attempting to facilitate
approach every problem as if it
and nurture a productive
workplace. Too often the word were a nail."
"productive" is unfortunately
DR. DENNIS MAllOCK is a professor of
associated with nothing more
biochemistry.
He can be contacted at
than "the bottom line" and
dmatlock@harding.edu
avoiding delays in workflow.
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IN &OUT: NEWS TO KNOW
· Taco Bell Purges Onions In E. Coli Scare
An investigation into the
illness of dozens of Taco Bell
patrons Wednesday focused on
vegetables sold by the fast food
chain. The company pulled green
onions or scallions from its 5,800
restaurants nationwide.
State and federal health
authorities were testing scallions,
onions, tomatoes, cilantro and
lettuce from a distribution center
in southern New Jersey.
Health officials have not been able to identify the source
of the E. coli bacteria that has sickened more than three ·
dozen people in the tri-state area. Nine people remained
hospitalized on ~ednesday.
"In an abundan ce of caution, we've decided to pull
all green onions from our restaurants until we know
conclusively whether they are ·the cause of the E. coli
outbreak," Taco Bell president Greg Creed said.
The chain reopened restaurants in Long Island that were
linked to the outbreak, but some Taco Bells in New Jersey,
which had 30 infections, remained closed on Wednesday.
Mose E. coli infections are associated with undercooked
meat, but the bacteria can be found in sprouts and leafy
vegetables..
.

Fra nce La unches World News Channel
France kicked off its new 24-hour international news
program Wednesday by interviewing the French president,
prime minister and foreign minister.
All-news channel France 24 (pronounced by Englishspeaking anchors "vingt-quatre") was a vision of President
Jacques C hirac aiming to broadcast France's perspective
and values across. the world.
r
The channel launched via
Web site streaming newscasts in
French, English and Arabic.
Chirac explained the rationale
for France 24 in an interview
with the station.
"It is essential that a great
country like France can have a
view of the world and broadcast
this view, in conformity with our
CHIRAC
traditions and our conception
of civilization, peace, humanism
and globalization," Chirac said.
The interview also aired on France's nightly news.
French prime minister Dominique de Villepin was
interviewed about the U.S. Commission report on Iraq,
which said Bl'J.sh's policy there "is not working."
"I think that, for Americans to at lase see this war in Iraq
for what it is, is a first step," Villepin said.
Televised broadcasts on two channels, one in French
and the other in English, were to be broadcast starting
Thursday. It will transmit to Europe, the Middle East and
Africa via satellite.

.

France 24 expects to expand coverage in North America
and Asia. For now, the only U.S. location for the channel is
Washington, where it will be available on Comcast cable.

Senate Approves Gates' Appointment
1he. !Senate voted 95-2 Wednesday in approval of
,President Bush's choice of Robert
Gates to replace Donald Rumsfeld
as secretary of defense. ·
1h_e vote came a day after the
nomination passed through the
Senate Armed Services Committee
24-0.
"t£e's tb.e right guy at the
iighr time,1' said senator Lindsey
Graham (R-SC).
~en. ' Carl Levin, M ich.; the
highest-ranking Democrat on GATES
the Armed Servi~es Committee,
said he was "favorably impressed" by Gates' candor and
forthrightness.
·
Sen. Ted Kennedy (D-Mass.) said he thinks Gates will
be "an independent thinker and give candid and frank
advice to the president about a way forward in Iraq."
. Jim Bunning of Kentucky and Rick Santorum or
Pennsylvania, both Republicans, case the two no votes and
were very critical of Gates.
"Mr. Gates has repeatedly criticized our efforts in Iraq
and Afghanistan without providing any viable solutions to
the problems our troops currently face," Bunning said in a
statement in the Senate record.
Bunning said Gates "believes in engaging rogue nations"
that are "known sponsors of terrorist groups."
Gates, who served as CIA director under the George H.
W Bush administration, gave no timeline for ending the
conflict in Iraq, but he repeatedly referred to the "n ext year
or two" in discussing options.
Gates, 63, who is currently the president ofTexas A&M
University, will be sworn in Dec. 18.

Recent Evidence Of Water Found On Mars
NASA said it has found "compelling" evidence that
liquid water flowed on the surface of Mars.
Orbital imges from a NASA probe displayed gullies that
suggest water may have flowed in the last few years.
The findi ng adds further support co the idea chat Mars
may have the necessary conditions for life.
Two gullies were originally photograph ed in 1999
and 2001 , and again in 2004 and 2005, showed changes
following the pattern of water flowing down crater walls,
the study showed.
However, some scientists think these gullies may have
been caused by liquid carbon dioxide.
One of the reasons supporting that theory is chat the
computer models of the Martian crust indicated that water
could only exist miles below the surface.
Scientists said further study is needed co determine
whether the deposits could have been left by the flow of
dust rather than water.
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TSA to Test X-ray Device
SUSANA VELIZ
copy editor

The Transportation Security
Administration will use the
Phoenix Sky Harbor International
Airport in Arizona as a test site
for the SmartCheck Personnel
Screening System, an X- ray
backscatter technology with the
potential to improve weapon
detection.
Acrording to the manufacturer's
Web site, American Science and
E ngineering, SmartCheck is a
safe, non-intrusive, personnel
screening system that allows
operators to detect organic and
inorganic materials, revealing
objects such as guns, knives,
explosives, composite weapons
and other hidden threats and
contraband items and is safe
for operators a nd scanned
individuals.
SmartCheck has the ability
to detect non-metallic devices
and objects, as well as weapons
or other harmful objects that a
passenger may be carrying on
his or her person, reduce the
need for physical pat-downs
at the checkpoint and provide
limited image detail, the TSA
Web site said.
According to a Dec. 2 USA
Today article, the m achi nes
will only be used on travelers
who require further screeni~g
beyond a metal detector. Those
who need extra screening will
be offered the option of being
photographed from the front
and back by the backscatter
machine or undergoing the
customary pat-d own by a
screener.
According to the TSA \Veb
site, images prod uced by the
backscatter are erased from
the screen once the anomaly
has b een reso lved, and the
capability of printing, storing
or transmitting the image is not
available to the Transportation
Security O fficer operating the
system.
The Transportation Security
Officer attending the backscatter
machine is unable to sec the

image being produced; however, is approached by someone
another officer will be viewing who wants to buy some of the
the image on a stand-alone images. That could be done
machine located in a remote area relatively easily with a camera
from the screening process in phone."
order to protect the passenger's
The benefits attributed to
privacy, making the image this new technology would
unavailable to the public eye, not outweigh the discomfort
the TSA Web site said.
caused by the X-ray screening
According to the USA procedure, Elrod said.
Today article, t he American
"Asking a busy traveler who
Civil Liberties Union labeled has no choice other than to
the use of this technology a submit to this is not an option
"virtual strip search."
if the choice is between being
X-rayed and missing a flight,"
Elrod said.
"Nobody should face the
There is a high likelihood the
potential of being treated like
TSA or American Science and
an inmate in a federal prison
Engineering would face lawsuits
rather than a passenger on a
because of this procedure unless
commercial airliner."
passengers sign a statement at
the time they buy their ticket
MARK ELROD
saying they would be willing
professor of political science
to submit to such an intrusive
search, Elrod said.
"There is no way this intrusive
Jay Stanley, public education form of screening passengers
director of the technology and could possibly stand up to
liberty project of the ACLU in constitutional challenge in
Washington, said this technology that it violates every person's
should not be used as a routine expectation of privacy," Elrod
said. "Nobody should face the
airline screening procedure.
"Most Americans expect a potential of being treated like
certain level of privacy," Stanley an inmate in a federal prison
said. "They don't expect to rather than a passenger on a
give that up when they board commercial airliner."
a flight."
Elrod said altho u gh the
The key privacy issue is that X-ray procedure seems more
you are able to control what expedient than the pat-down
you expose of yourself to the procedure, it still wouldn't be
world, Stanley said.
right for the government to
"~Ihe government needs to
impose the screening.
put resources into less intrusive
"If every person were shown
forms of screening," Stanley an image of them selves and
said. "Other alternatives, such knew that total strangers were
as molecule puffers, need to be looking at it, I think many
explored."
would opt for the par-down,"
Dr. Mark Elrod, professor Elrod said.
of political science, said this
TheACLU's Web site provides
screening process would be no a form to fi le comp la ints
different than asking someone regarding abuses in ai rport
to undress before getting on screening procedures.
an airplane.
"Part of the problem [with
"Although there are safeguards complaints] is government
in place, there is no way that bureaucracy," Stanley said .
these X- ray images would "Individuals feel powerless
not eventually end up on against governmental agencies,
pornographic Web si tes," and our job is to make sure 1
Elrod said. "I can imagine a in ividua s are prope rly
situation where a TSA employee reprcsen red.".

SA: Ca kewalk And Other Plans Underway
for the event. The money raised
from the Cakewalk will be doThe SA is also planning to nated to Heifer International,
set a new world record for the an organization dedicated to
largest Cakewalk during the sending farm animals to less
fortunate countries to help
spring semester.
1his event will take the place them prosper.
While the SA and CAB have
of the "head shaving" the SA
many events planned for the
originally planned to break the
spring semester, they are always
World Record for the most ·
looking for more ideas and
shaved heads in one place.
events to plan, Neal said.
The Cakewalk plans are cur"We always a~preciate the
rently being made and the SA input of students,' Neal said.
already has 500 cakes donated "Ifanyone has an idea for a band,

CONTINUED from page 1

"If anyone has an idea for a
band, comedian/hypnotist
or something you think the
students would like, pleace
come and tell me or anyone in
the CAB or SA."

ZACH NEAL

director of campus life
comedian/hypnotist or something
you think the students would
like, please come and tell me
or anyone in the CAB or SA."

DECORATIONS: What Students Th ink
CONTINUED from page 1
Other students like freshman
Laura Douglas.shad mixed reactions to the decorations.
"It's weird that they pui up
the lights before Thanksgiving,"
Dougl~ said. ''And I don't like
the wreaths; they are everywhere
and a waste. Bue I like tahe
lights; [they're] gorgeous. You
can't walk under there and not
fall in love with them."

"[The lights are] gorgeous.
You can't walk under them
and not fall in love with
them."

LAURA DOUGLASS
freshman
Sophomore Matt Slagter
said he prefers this year's look
to last year's.
"The lights are pretty; they
look like diamonds,' Slagter said.

"I like that the people putting
up the lights have Santa hats.
And it's better than last year.
It's not thrown together and
it's somewhat organized."
Howell said the project
is also designed to sh are the
beauty of campus with the
community.
An open house, ribbon rutting
and dedication ofthe American
Heritage Center took place
Dec. 7 for the community.

There are 5,744 students
on Harding's main campus ...
l

· ...do they know who you.are?
Maximize your business reach by advertising in the Bison.
The Bison is a student run paper and a great way to get the word out.
For advertising info1marion call 501-379-4330 or go to www.harding.edu/thebison
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Former Spy's Death
Raises Questions

The Woman In Black

BRETIKELLER
student reporter

Former Russian spy Abcaner Litvinenko died Nov. 23
o polonium-210 poisoning,
a ording to CNN.
On his deathbed Litvinenko
re ortedly accused Russian
pre ident Vladimir Putin of
bein behind the poisoning,
repo ed CNN. The Kremlin
has d ied the allegations.
Lit inenko, who became
an ou poken critic of the
Putin's oscow government,
was gran ed asylum by Britain,
Russian ews service ITARTASS rep rted.
Dr. Bu Hollandsworth,
assistant pr essor of inorganic
chemistry, s ·d the ability of
British medi I personnel to
diagnose polo 'um poisoning
is impressive.
"If medical p S)nnel had
not looked for the esence of
polonium-21 O's de
roduct,
Lead-206, theywo ~till not
know the source of Li~enko's
sickness," Hollands~rch
said. "Polonium-210 it the
. most radioactive isotop\ of
polonium. It decays by ralid
alpha emission."
Polonium was discoverel
by Marie Curie in her famous
studies of the isolation of uranium from pitchblende, and
she named the element after
her home country of Poland,
Hollandsworth said.
Hollandsworth said the alpha
particles emitted by polonium210 have the most potential to
damage human tissue because
they are the heaviest radioactive
particles.
"Normally, because alpha
particles are so large, they
are easily stopped by thin
membranes, like clothing or
human skin," Hollandsworth
said. "However, when ingested,
alpha particles can cause tremendous damage to human
organs. Whoever poisoned
the Russian spy knew he had
to ingest the radiation source
for it to cause damage."
Litvinenko's alleged poisoning occurred ·during a
meeting in which ht was investigating the assassination of
Anna Politkovskaya, who was
Litvinenko's friend, according
to British-based the Observer.
Politkovskaya and Litvinenko
had both been critical of Putin
for alleged Russian army atrocities in Chechnya, according to
the Observer.
CNN reported that Sergey
1
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Seniors Caleb Ranger Lowery and Brandt Roberts converse in the Administration Auditorium during Harding's production of "The Woman
in Black," directed by assistant technical director Adam Sullivan. The show ran from Nov. 30 to Dec. 2.

Sunshine School Looks For Support
ASHTON REELY
student reporter
Mary Lou Dunn watched
the bus pull into the Sunshine
School parking lot from her
office window. Laughing and
talking, most of the students
hurriedly made their way
into the building. There was
one little boy who did not.
Deciding to watch the scene
unfold, Dunn lingered at
her window a little longer.
She watched as one of the
older students approached
the little boy, bent down
to his level and proceeded
to comfort him. Her heart
was filled with joy and her
faith was renewed when she
caught the end of his words.
"Come on in," he said.
"This is the place where
they're glad you're here."
Sunshine School director
Mary Lou Dunn said·
inspirational moments like
this are bound to occur
daily at the school. It is in
these instances that faculty
members are reminded ~f
their commo~ purpose - a
dream that was set before
chem long ago.
Ic was in 1965 that a group
of ladies saw the need to
provide care to children and
aduits with developmental
disabilities.

Purchasing an old building
that had once served as an
army barracks, the women of
the Junior Auxiliary set up the
first center for respite care in
Searcy. Initially, it met only
one day a week for a couple of
hours. It grew to be a school
that was open for two hours
every day of the week. In
the early 70s, the school was
awarded a construction grant
that allowed them to build a
facility and become a full-day
program.
It is in that building
that the students still reside
today. A small playground
with rusty equipment sits
in front of the school - a
building that looks every
minute of its 30 years old;
students are shuttled to and
from trailer-like structures
that have been added for
additional room.
The
supporters
and
volunteers of the school
have a vision though - a
vision that comes in the
form of what Dunn calls a
"dream building." The land
has already been donated
by a local Realtor and an
. architect is helping develop
layout plans.
"This is really needed for
several reasons,'' Dunn said.
"We have expanded as much
as we can. There are students

that are on the waiting list
and that means they are
not being served. The new
building would put us back
under one roof, which is
much preferred."
With a deteriorating
neighborhood
surrounding the current campus, the
new school would be located
off Main Street on Airport
Loop, an area that will not
see much change.
The Sunshine School is
looking to the community to
help them raise $2 million;
the money will build the
building, furnish it and
provide for maintenance.
Teachers provide students
with theirown individualized
academic plan and show
them how to interact in the
workplace.
Social clubs from Harding
demonstrate their love for
the students through annual
service projects. One of the
women's clubs, Ko Jo Kai,
allows the teenage girls to
become "Princ_esses for a
Day."
"The girls get so excited,''
Senior Ko Jo Kai member
Julie Long said. "We put
make-up on them and do
their hair. Once they're
done, we have a runway set
up and we talk about them
individually. It makes their

day and ours."
Others in the community
have also sought out opportunities to serve. Some
groups put on a rodeo, while
others set up a fishing day for
the students. Service groups
in Searcy like the Kiwanis
Club and Lions Club give
monetary aid.
Beyond the tarnished
swing set and inside an old
building lies a group of
people united in their desire
to change lives. Dunn said
that their main mission is to
help each individual reach
thei r greatest personal level
of independence. Students
learn these valuable lessons
but gain far more than just
self-reliance. Regardless of
what might be going on at
home, the students know
they have a place where
smiles will greet them every
morni ng.
Mary Lou Dunn prays
that one day she will look
out her office window to
find excited students entering a new school building
- a place· that will meet
their every need.
This project will be a
community effort. It will take
a group of people willing to
show these students that the
community is glad they're
here.

Lavrov, Russia's foreign minister, said persistent s~estions
of Russian involvement in
Litvinenko's death co 1 d be bad
for relations betwee Britain
and Russia.
A team ofnine Scotland Yard
detectives arrived in Moscow
on Monday to invest igate
Litvinenko's death, according
to CNN. British inyestigators
were also checking a London
hotel for traces of radiation
contamination.
After Litvinenko's death, U.K
police grounded three British
Airways planes for testing for
radioactive substances, according
to CNN, but the planes were
cleared as safe.
Mario Scaramella, an Italian
academic who was also present
at the meeting where Litvinenko
was allegedly poisoned, and
who has also tested positive
for polonium, is currently
hospitalized, CNN said.
CNN reported that lawyers
for another former KGB agent,
Mikhail Trepashkin, currently
in prison for treason in central
Russia, have appealed for a
speedy investigation by British
officials. According to CNN,
Trepashkin has claimed to possess important evidence in the
Litvinenko case but said his life
was in danger.
Russian newspaper Kommer'l.nt, according to AP, quoted
ltvinenko's father ,as saying
h1 had told his son that his
liftwas in danger. Litvinenko's
fathr said he believed Russian
ager:s killed his son "with the
pertn;sion ofVladimir Putin,"
Koml\ersant reported.
Poll'lium poisoning should
not be Y:>rrisome to the average
person, follandsworth said.
"Untained terroris t s
would p l)bably not know
how to h~dle it or deliver
it as a wepon or poison
before it co:ipletely decomposed," Hohndsworth said.
"Litvinenko'snurderers were
not amateurs.
Hollandswoth said while
Harding studens should not
be worried abOlt Polonium
poisoning, Radorvoses a seri·
ous danger.
"Radon is a naurally-occurring radioacti~ gas that
seeps into poorly 'entilated
basements," Holla1dsworth
said. "If you live in home
with a basement t n you
should buy a commera radon
detector and have yo basement inspected if th result
of the test is positive.'

Theater Season Wraps Up, Plans For .Spring Be
SUSANA VELIZ
copy editor

Harding's theater season will
resume in January and continue throughout the spring with
five more shows.
Opening the second half
of the theater season is "Hush:
An Interview with America,"
by James Still. "Hush'' is directed by senior Kaeli Dunlap
and will run from Jan. 25-27.

Dunlap said she saw in
"Hush'' the potential for making it a show with a Christian
idea.
"'Hush' is about family,
hope and finding meaning i~a
world that grows darker every
day," Dunlap said. "I want my
audience to leave with a deeper
conviction that we have the
responsibility as Christians to
carry the message."
The next show, ''A Night

of Comedy and Tragedy,"
will feature two one-act plays,
"Quimby Comes Across," by
Don Perris and "No Ex.it" by
Jean Paul Sartre, directed by
junior Daniel Chalenburg and
senior David Spoor.
"Quimby Comes Across" is
a comedy about a small-town
college professor trying to find
funding from a wealthy alumnus, while "No Exit" explores
the lives of three strangers con,
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demoed to spend eternity with
one another.
Chalenburg said he chose
"Quimby'' because of its entertainment value.
"'Quimby Comes Across' is
a very different piece," Chalenburg said. "The characters that
interact don't seem like they
would normally interact in real
life, and when they do, it creates all sorts of fun."
Spoor said he chose "No

•
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Exit" because of its challeng- tion," directed by unior Moring scrip~.
gan Clyde Scharff.
"I would like them to learn
Two faculty-dir ted shows
that life is short and how you will dose Harding theater's
live and what you do doesn't season. George M\ Cohen's
really matter in the end," "The 'J.avern,
r
"
d'lf~cte
l
d by
Spoor said.
professor of commlfication
"Quimby Comes Across" Robin Miller, will sh~w April
and "No Exit" will show in the 6-9, and a children's s~ow, diLittle Theatre Feb. 15-17.
rected by instructor df comShowing March 22-24 is munication and Pied \ Pipers
Nancy Pahl Gilsman's "In the director .E>ottie Frye, will
Middle of Grand Central Sta- show April 26-28.
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Have a happy Harding Holiday

Rogers
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ew weeks ago I listened
to some of my friends
MICHAEL CLAXTON
alk about soap for
what seemed a really,
eally long time. While
I wouldn't have expected soap to be
such a fertile topic, it appears that
this is yet another huge cultural
phenomenon about which I am
totally ignorant. It seems that
But now soap has changed
today's women, and possibly a few
along with everything else.
of today's men, have gone crazy
No longer is there such a .
over soap. Specifically, the kind that
comes from Bath and Body Works. thing as a community bar of
I suppose it would be more
soap.
accurate to say "body wash
products" than "soap" because there
rotary-dial phones and small trucks.
is, apparently, a big difference. Some
There are literally thousands of
of you may actually remember bars
different soaps, lotions, creams,
of soap, those rectangular chunks
body scrubs, ointments, exfoliants,
of lye that used to be sold in small
aromatherapies, moisturizers and
cardboard boxes with names like
other products available. Compared
Safeguard, Zest and Irish Spring.
to the feel of "Green Clover and
Commercials once claimed that
Aloe Body Lotion," using Irish
"Safeguard is the smallest soap in
Spring is like bathing with a Brillo
the house" because every member of
pad. And while a nice box of Zest
the family used it.
will set you back about 75 cents,
But now soap has changed along
be prepared to fill out a credit
with everything else. No longer is
application when you head to
there such a thing as a community
B&BW
bar of soap. Now, just as every
What makes this all so strange is
member of the family has his or her
that body wash is now considered a
own car, television, cell phone and
romantic gift for a wife or girlfriend.
sto~ broker, every person in the
This cannot be right. Such a gift
family will also have his or her own
seems downright insulting. What
soap. And it used to be that one
a bottle of body scrub says to your
bar of soap would get every part of
beloved is, "Happy birthday, dear.
the body clean. How niive we were
You need a bath. Maybe some
back then, and now heaven forbid
strongly scented soap will help."
you mess with those 200 bottles
It's the equivalent of saying to a
ofB&BW produces in a woman's
friend, "Would you like a mint?"
bathroom.
(Translation: I just tripped over
If you visit the Bath and Body
your breath).
Works store in the mall, you will
I once really got in trouble in this
immediately discover why Safeguard
regard. A few years ago my mother
has gone the way of vinyl records,

I

Guest
Spqce

did my holiday shopping, and she
got my sister-in-law a cosmetics gift
set. On Christmas morning, when
my sister-in-law opened herfresent
from me, she held up a jar o "BustFirming Cream" and asked me to
explain myself Now that is not the
kind of thing you want to give your
sister-in-law. Or anybody, for that
maner. I now do my own shopping.
And to make maners worse,
these creams and soaps now come
in about 800 different scents.
Popular items this holiday season
include "Spicy Gingerbread Lip
Gloss," "Twisted Peppermint
Lotion" and "Wickedly Hot
Chocolate Body Scrub." Let me get
this straight. People are now using
soap that smells like food. Stupid
me; I always thought a person used
soap to get rid of the smell of food.
Now everything is backwards. In
the past, a typical food-and-soap
conversation might sound like this:
Guy One: "Aw, man ... I just sat
in potato salad."
Guy Two: "Dude. You need a
bath."
But now, conversations go
differently:
Woman One: "Hey . .. you
smell like potato salad."
Woman Two: "I know! Isn't it
great? I just got out of the shower!"
Woman One: "Does it also come
in a moisturizer?"
Every day this world gets a little
more confusing. Calgon, please take
me away!

MICHAEL CLAXTON is a guest columnist
for.the Bison and may be contacted at
mciaxto 1@harding.edu

Uncovering God's Acceptance

t is widely understood that
past experiences shape
perceptions of the world,
help determine values and
push toward the paths that
are chosen in life. This principle
worked very much in the same way
for me.
About the age of 13, in my
small 1'Christian" school, I was
irrationally labeled "gay." From
jeers and taunts to even physical
abuse, I endured my middle and
high school years having been
categorized as som ething I was
not. It was torture to sit in class
each day knowing I was socially
ostracized, but it was even worse
to attempt to interact with the rest
of my peers who would rather see
m e in tears than as a child of God.
It is well known that homosexual
activity is sinful, and according to
them, I was doomed to spend the
rest of eternity in hell, burning
next to everyone who did not
m eet their stereotypical view of
what it meant to be a "Christian."
My cries for acceptance fell on
deaf ears simply because of their
presupposition and ignorance.
They say familiarity breeds
contempt; I h eartily disagree. I
think it can be said that ignorance
breeds hatred - as can easily be
seen in the atrocities of Germ an
concentration camps, the vigilante
Ku Klux Klan and, more recently,
the San Francisco courthouse
where people who claim Christ
stormed the steps armed with
signs proclaiming their blatant
misunderstanding of the nature
of God : "God hates fags," "Burn
in H ell!" and other appalling
statem ents. One could say that it
would be irresponsible to compare

BRANDON KHANNA

Guest
Space
For someone in the church
who is dealing with this, the
awareness is' most assuredly
there that homosexual
behavior is asin.
these three events because of the
difference in severity, but I would
insist they all have their basis in the
same lack of compassion.
The years have flown by since
high school, and I have dealt with
the sexual identity crisis brought
about by my past. My ordeal,
though , left m e with a soft spot for
those who have experienced the
same thing. I feel greatly for those
who have and/ or are currently
struggling with hom osexuality. Call
it a burden, if you must, a desire to
bring conffort to those who have
been marginalized by so-called
C hristian culture.
The issues that arise from all of
this aren't simply how we approach
h omosexuality or what the Bible
has to say about it, but rather how •
we ought to exemplify the spirit
of C hrist to those in the church
who are dealing with this issue.
We have support groups for those
who are chemically dependent,
deal with various addictions or
have been physically abused. We
form accountability groups to
help us deal with pornography or
other h eterosexual struggles, eating

disorders or simply just problems
that arise through the course of
everyday life. Yet we tend to cast
aside those who need emotional,
physical and spiritual support just
as much.
We do a great disservice to the
body of our Lord when we attempt
to stratify sins according to social
convention. M any C hristians still
stigmatize those who are open
about their conflict in this area.
However, as ambassadors of C hrist,
we ought to be on the front lines of
this battle offering the healing and
love of the Lord to those among
us who are struggling rather than
binding his hands and choosing
for ourselves who is able to receive
grace. For someone in the church
who is dealing with this, the
awareness is most assuredly there
that homosexual behavior is a sin.
What is truly needed from others
is encouragement, support and
transparency, and these things are
only possible in an atmosphere of
trust and love.
My admonition to each person
is to consider your attitude toward
others who are struggling around
you; these are often people just like
you who are afraid to share with a
society that h as labeled them. You
might even be struggling. Let's
make ours a faith in which we
can be real with one another, not
fearing isolation or condemnation,
but consistently creating an
environment conducive to the
Spirit of Christ and the compassion
that he offers.

BRANDON KHANNA is a guest columnist
for the Bison and may be contacted at
bkhanna@harding.edu.
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t's that time of year again
- the Christmas season. This,
the time of happiness, cheer,
joyfulness and celebration of
the birth of Jesus has become a
time of controversy. For years people
have been trying to take the "Christ"
out of Christmas. I can't comprehend
how society today has made such a
large error in taking out "the reason
for the season." No, I'm not saying
Jesus was born on Dec. 25, but that's
the day we, as Christians, set aside to
celebrate his birth (along with American affluence) .
Christmas was started as a holiday
to celebrate Jesus' birth, an obviously monumental occasion in the
Christian religion. Santa Claus and
elves have nothing to do with the
early Christmas celebration. That was
something Western culture added in
later. Just like Sweden has its 43 foot
tall straw Christmas goat, Americans
have a large man dressed in a fuzzy
red suit with cute little men and
women making toys. Some people
feel much more .c omfortable concentrating on the secular portion of the
Christmas holiday - the gifts, the
food, the friends, Santa and carols
- but they completely turn a blind
eye to Christmas as to why it was
originally celebrated.
Somehow the culture we live in
has diluted
Christmas
Just like Sweden
and instead
has its 43 foot tall
of giving
the typistraw Christmas
cal season's
goa~ Americans
cheer "Merry
have
a large man
Christmas,"
dressed in a fuzzy
they have
red suit.
downgraded
it to "Happy
holidays."
But wait,
there's still a Christian ;:heme in that
one too. Holidays. Holy days. Do you
see a similarity? It would appear that
even the word "holiday" has a Christian origin. "Seasons greetings." Now,
perhaps that's a bit m ore secularized.
Think again. What season are we
greeting? The Christmas season, the
holiday season.
The Supreme Court h as even held ,
that C hristmas h as a valid secular
purpose and therefore does not violate
the Establishment C lause. They have
also upheld that C hristmas displays
on public-owned 'property are legal; this includes the Nativiry scene,
an obvious C hristian symbol. The
Supreme Court seems to understand
th e significance of this holiday both
to Christians and non-C h ristians.
Even in the throes of World War I a
C hristmas truce was called. C hristmas
has long been an important h oliday
and one worth remembering and
celebrating.
When we take the "Christ" out of
C hristmas, we are doing ourselves a
disservice by completely neglecting
the basis upon which Christmas was
originally established and forgetting
why we celebrate. I'm sure many of
us as college students just celebrate
because we get a month off from
school, but I h ope we also take time
to celebrate C hristmas with its original intentions.
I don't doubt that the essence
of Christmas will remain for years
to come, but I do doubt the true
meaning of C hristmas may someday
be forgotten. I hope that we, as an
American society, never forget C hristm as. We m ay still h ave "stockings
hung by the chimney with care," and
we still may see images of a man "with .
a broad face and little round belly."
But will we see scenes of baby Jesus
in a manger? Will we still hear people
singing "We Three Kings?" W ill we
forget the meaning of Christmas? I
hope not.
.... Christmas is more than receiving
gifts you don't need, eating food at an
astounding rate and watching parades
on TV. Christmas is about celebrating
the birth of the Savior of the world.
C hristmas is about time with family and friends. C h ristmas is about
spreading good cheer to others. It's
about this cheer that is all about Jesus.
M erry C h ristmas.

KEVIN ROGERS is the opinions editor for the
Bison and may be contacted at krogers@
harding.edu.
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GOnzo Journalism: As Legit As Any Other
ournalism is defined as the
presentation of mere facts.
It is sµpposed to be an
impartial account of events,
completely free from bias
of any sort. But is a news
story ever entirely objective?
The answer to this question is
a resounding no. Though most
traditional reporters, like myself,
strive to avoid the writing of
slanted articles; others, like Hunter
S. Thompson, purposefully
incorporate their personal
interpretations into the stories they
undertake. But does the highly
editorial nature of Thompson's
.. writing thrust it out of the
journalism realm? Not at all. For
the primary responsibility of a
• journalist is to present the truth to
his readers, and the truths imparted
by Hunter S. Thompson have
proven to be perhaps some of the
most salient of any reporter to date.
In 1970, Thompson wrote
an article for Scanlon's Monthly
entitled "The Kentucky Derby is
Decadent and Depraved." This
piece proved to be exemplary of
Thompson's acute perception,
sardonic tone and often callous

T

LINDSEY L'OWE

Ploy It
Lowe-cl
honesty, all of which are
characteristics that came to define
Thompson as a writer. Mer the
publication of chis article, as New
York Times reporter Douglas
Martin writes, gonio, "a new
breed of subjective journalism,
was christened. The idea was that
a bizarre, highly personalized
grapple with a situation led to
truth." But one must decide which
is more truthful: the facts or the
implications of those facts?
Thompson's gonzo writings fill
in the gaps that are sometimes left
in objective journalism. A straightIaced reporter can only print the
hard information gathered during
the reporting process. In other
words, if someone does not say it
in an interview, there is no place for
it in the story. The reporter then,
is simply rehashing the he-said
she-said "facts" he has dragged out

of his sources. But what happens
when the real story is never actually
uttered by these contacts? It simply
does not print.
Thompson's articles deliver
more than the bare facts. His
stories are more than direct and
indirect quotes strung together
with attributed transitions; his
stories have meat on their bones.
A muckraker of sorts, Thompson
reveals the essence of the story.' He
believes that sometimes you have
to get subjective to really see clearly,
and it is just as Thompson claims.
Sometimes when a reporter is being
objective, the real story goes untold.
Though some argue that
Thompson's gonzo style is not
legitimate journalism, others
find that his work is invaluable,
especially when stacked next to
the nonsense we impetuously label
journalism today. New York Times
reporter Frank Rich contends
that today's "news" is, in fact,
void of news. Like Rich asserts,
much of today's "journalism" is
meaningless tripe. The reporter's
call to inform has been transformed
into a pathetic attempt to just keep
people tuned in. Many publications

and broadcasting stations alike
have adopted a flagrant disregard
for dignified reporting, and the
purpose of their work has made a
startling shift from enlightening the
public to simply entertaining them.
I think it would be reprehensible
to discredit Thompson's work
simply because it fails to fit the
mold. For how sad is a world with
no room for the unconventional?
Just because Thompson's articles are
characterized by their subjectivity
does not mean they are less-valuable
than 'objective" articles. They're
just of a different breed.
But this really gets me thinking.
Who's to say that a news story
written "objectively'' is accurate?
This is where we must rely on the
integrity of the reporter. This being
said, why is it that we trust the
objective reporter to give us the
real story? If we trust the objective
reporter, why then can we not also
trust the editorial reporter and his
perceptions of truth?
1

LINDSEY LOWE is the news editor for the
Bison and may be contacted at llowe@
harding.edu.
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Dead Week
Is Not So
Dead

A

the fall semester comes
o a close, I find myself
verwhelmed with the
mount of work I still
ave to complete before
I can sit back, relax and enjoy a
sugar cookie in the shape of Santa
Claus in the comfort of my parents'
living room. This is the time of year
I, along with many others, hate.
This is the time when all the
work we have put off for weeks,
thinking we had nothing but time
to complete that 15-page-paper or
read that 800 page book, comes
crashing down upon us, and a
feeling of overwhelming stress
begins to set it.
As I sit back and ponder the
many things I have yet to finish, I

1!t~::i~c~o~:.0~~e0:tmy
~~e:~y:;
Harding, they too have a dead week

ruth. From
anything else that is true has to fit
This is just a small example of
(or in some cases, just a dead day},
reachers
and
in
with
whom
he
is.
Maybe
it
is
the
truth
Jesus
offers,
but
it
can
but
unlike us,
P
JOSEPH HAWKINS
teachers offering "a
a faulty aSSllillption, but it is the
transform the whole debate. It
their dead week
only one that I have found thus
now becomes a question of where
actually means
NOW my
few biblical truths,"
to the postmodern
far which makes any sense.
the source of truth comes from.
something.
dead week
~ebacc;, on relative tr~th, the
OCe
Jesus seems to know a little bit
If you believe man is the one
From what
has turned
truth has become little more
,,
•
more about truth than any other
who offers the truth, then it can
I have been
into an
than a mess. Truth brings all
bl 1. . ·h
.
person. My favorite ex·ample of
become just a little bit messy
told by many
"l·m~·besotts of baggage and people into
pro e~ ies, m t e ~~1fn you
this is when a young man comes
Opinions become truth ·
others, the
;.ant
to Jesus and asks him what he
perspectives change everything
week before
dea
the debate. The debate brings
are ~;J1tg to ~swer. .
people who say they stand for
tohc henge thabt questbwn. mce
, needs to do to be on the "right"
and people hold on to their
fi nals is the
the-end-Of•
h d 'll
. ld
w en as true een a out us
.d th .d h
ld
.
k h
h
th'IS•Week"
~ruth Ianb :-vi nethver y1eh anb l"
getting it right? Somehow I dsm't
hs1. e, e sal1 el.fit -aJt wou . prohi:ruse
biases with ferocity. But if God
whee V: en t ey
~nc . ht Dnngs.011 ers W 0 defileVe
think that is ever going to happen.' thlm ~thern I e. edSUS, gki1~ellS Im l
is the source of all truth, then it
, ave tldme tO
week,
m trut ut w1 never stan or
Id ,
.f
B"bl
e ng t answer: on t
peop e, becomes much simpler because
rest an prepare
anything. It brings the many who
h
ont ~a~e 1 you are a al1
or sleep around, or steal, or lie,
our relationship with God is a
for the difficult
have believed they know what is
t umper yivilng. 0.ut a ~or thco ~
or cheat and treat you parents
way a lifelong journey a pursuit
week of exams,
true and have done horrible things or morh ~e :vi~ say~ng at the well. All are very true things that
of t;uth And we can have a
which awaits them because their
oBn yhtrut 11s at ~lrle is no btru · hardly anyone would argue with.
debate that consists of hum"ns
professors have stopped assigning
with it, while at the same time it
b .
h
h l .
ut onest y you w1 never e
Th
th
l .
h
d
-.
h·
C
h· k f · I
able to box ~p truth and give it to
e guy en c aims to ave one
trying to know their God better
new t mgs. obme hto t. m . o It,
nngs many ot ers w o c aim co
1
know truth and have done many
l .
h
all of these things. And then the
ll h
h h . 1.
h fi d
vague y remem er avmg time to
good things.
peobp ~ m solme sermdonhor spheec
truth gets just a little bit personal. a t ~oug ~ ~Ir ives, w ~ n.
do those same things as a freshman.
There are questions, answers,
on them? to,e~h~t a~. .ave~ at ,~e · Jesus tellsi rhe .irn vtto .iro1 and !;ell <J < ~~~ ltd efitrut 1Gn ~dn evher-c angmg ' New my dead week has turned into
1•" .;i,fi at lStrut
' ' J
''i" J~
.. u'fl::l1.J:17.l/.',J/IZJ0. r~.h.F. /t \~'V' w'Or
ram.a 0 ·w onevet·
I
h
unanswered qui;:stions and th~ 1- ' 1 :
. .. ·
-.J.1f:•1..~ "·" · ~ ... ... erythiQg~~-~as, <JJJ~giyc; ~ ,· ;. ,
.
• LF ~
t' · ~. :~:m'lli-may-be'"'dead-by-t c-end-of• d ll <f b .r t k
.
, , , . . :· My bel1e£'1s that it JUS't dQeSnotfJ •
h ,
.
i
ch;rnges yet·lS always revealmg
0 d '1bcu' week" week
eoa e JUS eeps ragmg on.
k h
I ·
.
· money to t e poor.
h.
lf.
h ,
i:n~~
·
Now I am not trying to confuse
t at way, so ~ go mg ~o
Now I don't think Jesus is just
im~e m n,~w "';~ys. So ere s to
It seems as if this is the time of
you more by just stirring up the
te yo.u my ~ssumpt1on ~n w at
knocking rich people or that he
findmg ~e . true truth. 1 hope
the semester when many professors
muddy waters and making it more truth is. I will
op~n with you
is just giving us a command that
~ou are wilh~g to tak~ a long, long seem to wake up and realize they
that
nme to find 1t. I certamly know
have only given two grades all
of a mess.
h I. amh a believer
I fi d m Jesus. And
we sh ould not be contralled by
l' hope to help you step back
t at is w ere . n my answer
our possessions. The truth for this
that I have not found it all out
semester and now must cram two
' n·ches made h'1m
· lY
for
and t ake a look at wh at we are
. what. truth 1s ' no matter how.
guy was that h 1s
yet. But I w1'11 never stop active
an d a h alf month s wort h o f work
really asking in the middle of this
su~ple It ~ay seem to so~e. It is
separated from being like Jesus.
looking for it.
into two class periods. As if the
jumble because the question at the ~Is: J~sus is ~e truth. It is not
This brings in a whole new
work we all have accumulated from
core of the debate on truth can
JUSt his teachmgs, pa:ab.ks ~r
aspect to truth. It is not just the
the.weeks of procrastination (typical
be summed up for many in this:
co~mandmwts. It_l1es. m him. ;; '· true rules that you follow; it is
JOSEPH HAWKINS is a guest columnist
of most college .students} is not
Which "truth • is the right one?
He is the way, the trut!i.:and the
whether or not you are of the
for the Bison and may be contacted at
eno9gh, let's throw in a few tests
And I believe that is where the
life. That means he is truth and
truth.
jhawkins@harding.edu.
.
and papers to make our workload
complete.
Every semester it always seems
that this is the time when I have the
most things to do and yet when I am
the most unmotivated to do them. I
would not exactly say it is because I
he concert choir
saw murderers or thieves. I saw
I'm glad some of you decided
am lazy but rather because there are
sisters
in
mothers,
daughters,
went to the women's
us
to
stick
around
a
year
to
see
MARKVOYLES
about a million things I find that I
prison in Newport,
Christ, who had made mistakes
again." I thought "oh Doc .. .
would rather be doing than working
Ark., one Monday
off color," but I couldn't help
years ago. I was amazed at how
on the things I need to accomplish,
night to sing.
spiritual they all were. The women laughing.
As a first year member I had
led prayers that were eloquently
including taking about 10 showers
I realized so many of those
• never been with the group to the
worded.
women in their time of trial
a day and doing the dishes at least
prison, and quite frankly, was
I thought, "Wow, I don't feel
turned to God, who was the
15 times a week. Everything seems
not fond of the idea of going to
like
this in the required chapel
only one left to turn to. It makes
"This is My Father's World" and
to be so much more appealing this
a prison to see the incarcerated
and Bible class I'm required to
me wonder what would have
were immediately greeted wit~
time of semester, including things
who were in my eyes, "there for a
attend at my school and I pay an
happened if they had never gone
standing ovations. The sound
that during any normal week, I
arm and a leg for, but I come to a
reason. "
to prison. God still loves all those
was amazing in the echoing hall,
would rather have teeth pulled than
prison,
the last place on earth to
The prison sat on a desolate
women, yes, even the ones that
the concrete walls with the huge
do. Even as I sit at my desk to write
expect to see God, and I see him." murdered their children and
bare property with unsightly
open space created this sound I
my last column of this year, I have
barbwire around it. There were no had never heard: it was sung like
Then Dr. Mthur Shearin, our
husbands. And he loves me no
found other things to occupy my
trees, shrubs or laughing children. I had never heard it sung before.
director invited the prison chorus more and no less than he loves
time, none of which have been very
The prison was anything but
director, who once attended
them.
I watched the audience and felt
productive.
pleasant. It was all cinder blocks
Harding years ago to sing with us.
In some way, that night
chills when we sang every word.
I have a rather strong feeling
with no windows.
Her friends cheered for her as she
touched so many of those women.
I watched the delight in the eyes
that
I am not alone in this either.
We walked in and waited to
Yeah, I know there may have been
of those watching. They were very walked up as if she were receiving
For
one,
I have seen my roommate
get our I.D. passes. I was anxious
a high honor. She had made some some inmates that didn't care at all
joyful to hear our songs. They
coo~
"
dinner
several times in the past
mistakes a few years ago and was
and curious to see a women's
and felt nothing, but for the ones
. were engaging in every moment,
and
cooking is just not
few
weeks,
still paying for it. The gelight
prison with "real, actual, live"
that did, it was worth it.
soaking it up and watching our
something
either
of us does - ever.
in
her
eyes
was
a
grateful
and
It gave me confidence in
people in it. We walked down
every move.
is something that
Thankfully,
this
appreciative,
one
that
changed
my
the1American Justice System
the hallways of the prison and
We then sat down and watched
one
time
every semester.
occurs
only
outlook
on
anyone
in
a
prison.
and
confidence
in
the
good
• stayed in between the yellow
their.choral group perform "My
I have discovered that by the Sunday
things prisons are doing around
Redeemer Lives." Aretha Franklin's In my book she had all the honor
lines. I looked to the left and to
before exams, after a week or so of
she ever needed right there in that the, country to help with
"daughter" a woman who sang
the right, when instructed not to
hanging
out with my friends and
room.
Good Behavior programs that
from the depths of her soul, awed
• do so. I looked at human beings
We
got
up
once
again
and
she
watching
about 100 episodes of
incorporate God in some way.
packed into rooms with beds and
me as I heard her incredible voice
sang our university's alma mater.
"Friends" or "Gilmore Girls" with
fill the room. I seriously thought
rigid uniform outfits as if they
For some that was the highlight
We sang our final song, "The Lord of their year; for others it was just
that I was watching a movie or
were some type of caged animal.
my roommate, I am usually over my
some TV special. I was witnessing Bless You and Keep You." We
They peered through the window
"end-of-the-semester-itis" in just
another event to get out of their
joined hands. I watched across
one of the most amazing
and waved, I guess excited to see
cells. It touched me and other
enough time to buckle down and
moments, and most people
the audience and watched teary
someone other than their' fellow
chorus members beyond words.
finish the semester out with a bang.
will never see it or understand
eyes and hands lifted. I felt the
inmates. As I walked by I felt a
As I left I was able to walk out
Hopefully, everyone who is suffering
spirit of God there like on your
of that prison, and pursue life,
slight chill as I knew that some of the things I felt. While she was
from this troubling illness with be
singing, four or five people were
"mountain top spiritual highs."
liberty and happiness, I couldn't
them may have been murderers
able ,to shake it off in just enough
behind her doin~ expressive sign
I forgot all my petty concerns
help but think about the ones that
and thieves. At that moment I
time to successfully complete the
language in rhythm to the song.
with friends and school and
couldn't.
thought, "Not being able to do
semester and enjoy the month-long
At that moment I looked
thought about humanity and our
and make for myself as I please
At that moment I felt a
vacation without fearing what the
around me and watched the
reliance .on this Spirit, our God. A connection with humanity. And I
is terrifying. I can't even begin to
last few weeks of the semester did to
women in prison. They raised
woman then led an eloquent and
imagine not being free and not
realized how "I had felt God - in
their GPAs.
beautiful prayer. It didn't matter
being to make my own decisions." their hands, they cried, they felt
a prison ."
emotion and had some reason
Anyway, I walked into the
that she was a woman. She was
to carry on hope even in their
main cafeteria/community center
a human being that led a prayer
HEATHER BROWNINGserves as the editor-inincarceration of their physical
of thanksgiving to her Lord, who
and watched as all the detained
chief for the 2006-2007 Bison. She may be
MARK VOYLES is a guest columnist for
bodies. They praised God even
saved her from her desperation.
contacted at hbrownin@harding.edu or at
~ walked in, some awaiting the
the Bison and may be contacted at
in
their despair. I no longer
279-4471.
Doc Shearin then said 'Well
highlight of the year. We sang
mvoyles@harding.edu.
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Freshmen Give Lady Bis~ns A Lift

DANIEL WADE

4th and l

Be Like

Mike

I

ASHTON REELY
student reporter

Women's head basketball coach Tim Kirby said
depth is the key to improving upon last season's 12-15
overall, 4-12 Gulf South
Conference record.
"Our depth has gotten

better," Kirby said. "That
was something that we really needed to change off
of last year's team getting
deeper in the positions."
With the return of five
starters and the addition of
new freshmen, Kirby said
more people will be seeing time on the floor than
last season. Kirby said the

efforts of freshmen Kelsea
Lyda, Kaitlin May and Stacey Owens have played a part
in the Lady Bisons early season success.
"They're all playing a
lot and they're doing well,"
Kirby said. ''I've been really
pleased with them coming
in and buying in immediately and working hard.

They all bring a little different stuff to the team with
what they can .do."
May is starting at point
guard for the Lady Bisons'
and is leading the team in
rebounds. Lyda leads the
team in scoring, averaging
16/oints per game. Kirby
sai Owens has the potential to fill many different

.
::

.~

,

.

••
..

positions. Owens said her •
teammates and coaches ·
have made the transition
to college basketball much
easier.
"You learn so much your ·
first year," Owens said. "It
can be overwhelming at · :
times, but my teammates
and coaches have made it
fun and enjoyable."

was in the Michael Jordan
fan club. ~ut who wasn't in
· the Michael Jordan fan club
as a kid? I had the plastic basketball goal that fit over my closet
door and the life-size poster
that captured Jordan's absurd,
one-handed dunk from the free
AMANDA PRUITT
throw line, the one where his assistant editor
tongue looked as big as my head
and the photographer's flashes
Harding history tackled a
lit up the arena like Harding's major milestone on opening
front lawn in December.
kickoff.
All of us had someone that
With no blockers in sight,
we looked up to from our child- former Harding linebacker
hood. And even if you didn't Torrance "Tank" Daniels
jump on the "Be Like Mike" tracked down and tackled
bandwagon as a child, chances Indianapolis Colts' Terrence
are there was a famous athlete Wilkins at the 21-yard line
that you wanted to be just like. on the first play of the game
What's wrong with that, right? N ov. 26 .
Kids should be able to look up
The statistic went down
to athletes as role models and ex- in the computers as a special
amples that inspire them.
teams tackle, but Daniels'
Sadly, in today's world, . play meant immeasurably
big-time athletes may be at more to the Harding comthe bottom of the list as far as munity. Daniels became the
role models go. And it doesn't first player in Harding histake much to jog most people's tory to participate in an NFL
memory about athletes whose game.
"I really can't believe what
actions reflect a character no
~d be:pmud of
I'm domg right now, DanKobe Bryant put his marriage iels said. "When I walked
and career on the line a few years out on the field - I know it
ago when he allegedly raped a fu- sounds really cliche - but I
male resort worker in Colorado. thought to myself, Tm living
Bryant succeeded in showing the the dream."'
entire wodd that big-iiame athDaniels, now a member of
letes can avoid the consequences the Philadelphia Eagles and
of their actions with big lawyers four-year starter for the Biand big money. Players from the sons, understands the honor
Indiana Pacers grabbed people's of becoming the first player
attention a few years ago with in school history to play on a
the unprecedented ocrurrenc.es national scale.
involving Ron Attest and team"It's such an honor because
mate Stephen Jackson charging there were so many talented
the stands to assault a fun from players that I played with at
Photo courtesy of the Eagles Public Relations ; :
the opposing team.
Harding and so many great
At one point in the Bisons' players who came before me," Former Bison linebacker Torrance Daniels takes the field as a Philadelphia Eagle during a preseason match earlier this season. Daniels' promotion to ":
recent 59-point blowout of Ee- Daniels said. "I love Harding, the active roster was made official Nov. 21 .
clesia College, while his fellow and I loved playing there. To for the football team since the as free agents. Daniels signed head football coach Randy 11 weeks of the season on ;
teammate was receiving a tech- be the first one to make it is school restarted the program a free agent contract with the Tribble said. "You just love the Eagles' practice squad .
nical foul, a player from the Roy- such an honor for me."
seeing a guy rewarded and when he was informed by the •
in 1959. A handful of players Eagles on April 30.
als' bench turned around to conA Bison reaching the NFL had come close to cracking
his
dreams coming true be- team's vice pesident of player
"It's fun just to know what
front a fun voicing his opinion has been a long time coming. the NFL - four Bisons had kind of guy Tank is and how cause he's worked so hard to that he was being promoted
in favor of the Bisons. The tens;e More than 800 players have been taken in the NFL draft good of a person and how get there."
to the 53-man active roster.
situation thankfully did not donned the black and gold and nine others had signed on hard he works," Harding
Daniels had spent the first
see TANK DANIELS page 2B •
follow the footsteps of the Ron
Attest incident but was extremely inappropriate. Listen buddy,
if you are immature enough to
lash out at a fun while wearing
the word Ecclesia (Greek for "assembly" or "church"), do us all a
favor and change jerseys.
Why can't athletes be people
ofcharaaer too? Sinre when does DANIEL WADE
definitely the big tests for
money and success in sports mean sports editor
the Bisons and confidence
you forget who you are? Are there
was built during both
a few good men lefi: in sports?
The Bison basketball home victories, junior cenAlben Pujols of the St. Louis team boasts a five-game ter Jacob Thies said.
Cardinals and his wife Deidre winning streak as the team
Harding will face both
provide for the needs of ~ takes on the remainder of teams again on the road
dren with Down Syndrome. its non-conference foes this weekend, with North
Shaun Alexander of the Seattle this year.
Alabama Thursday and
Seahawks began a mentoring
Harding won all five Alabama-Huntsville Satprogram for young men across home games this past week urday.
the nation to challenge each and a half, and the team
"It's a good opportunity
other spiritually. Former NBA maintains a perfect record to live up to die expectasuperstar David Robinson and at home this season. The tions people have placed
his wife Valerie created the Bisons are currently 6-1 on this team," sophomore
David Robinson Foundation, heading into the weekend. ~uard Kellen Morgan said.
which supports the physical
Senior
guard
RegThis weekend on the road
and spiritual needs of Wlder- gie Bibb said victories we have a chance to prove
privileged families. The Robin- against the universities of that we belong in that presons also donated $11 million Alabama-Huntsville and season No. 1 spot."
to the Carver Academy in San North Alabama give a good
New faces on the Bison
Antonio, a school that gives indication that the Bis<1hs roster this year have posted
inner city kids an exceptional are ready for conference big numbers for the team,
education.
plaJ. in the spring.
Thies said.
All of these athletes openly
Both of these teams
"We had some missgive God the glory for their suc- have styles similar to teams ing spots in the roster and
cesses and take seriously their po- we will face in conference these guys are stepping up
sitions as leaders; they give back play," Bibb said. "If we can
and filling some big roles
to the community and mentor
the kids that look up to them. run with them, we are defi.- for us," Thies said. "We are
These men have set the bar for nitelr, ready for conference confident with anyone we
CRAIG RAINBOLTfThe Bison
put out on the floor."
all athletes; will others have the play.'
Junior forward Matt Hall powers to the basket against Champion Baptist on Dec. 5. Hall leads the Bisons
UAH and UNA were
see BASKETBALL page 2B
courage to fol19w?
averaging 22 points per game at the conclusion of Harding's five-game home stand.

Daniels Soars To NFL
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A Rowdie Remedy
AMANDA PRUITT

Fans cannot become content
with status quo, satisfied with
age-old cheers and chants.
Attendance has been steadily
declining over the last four
h e basketball game years, from a 2,600 average in
Nov. 20, 1997 exists 2002-03 tq nearly 2, 100 last
in the record books as season. Sure, last year's season
a typical nonconference match total led the Gulf South once
between the Harding Bisons and again, but what of it? Attenthe visiting Abilene Christian dance is still down nearly 500
Wildcats. No trophy would be fans a game.
awarded to the winner, nor did
Where are the fans? Kot so
the game have any real impact long ago, desperate Rowdies
on the distant playoffs.
would actually forge tickets in
Harding dropped the game order to be admitted into the
101-100 in overtime, and the Henderson State game. Last
game results should have been year, the Rhodes had plenty of
tucked away into a dusty file room to spare on the biggest
cabinet and forgotten. However, evening of the season.
any Bison faithful worth his
The final list ofrequirements
black-and-gold face paint would for Rowdies is creativity, sometell you it was one ofthe loudest, thing that has been largely absent
albeit disappointing, moments the last few years. It's one thing
in the newly renovated Rhodes to chant the same verses and
CRAIG RAINBOLTfThe Bison Memorial Field House.
songs that have been shout.xi for
Members of the Lady Bison cross country team gather for a prayer after the race during the Ted Lloyd Invitational Sept. 9 in Searcy..
I was only 10 at the time the last decade. It is an entirely
and sat high in the reserved different matter to create: new
section above the mass of3,200 and original stunts.
near-hysteric, cheering fans
Fan originality is what brought
as the Bisons fell just short of attention to the Rhodes shortly
defeating Abilene Christian. after the teams moved back onto
TYLER NEESE
demus NaimadLL Kosgei's second coming from NCAA 1 National made a point ofrunning together.
My ears were ringing long af- the court. One of the most
student reporter
place finish tied him with Jacob Champion, Stanford University. There is a lot of depth on this ter the game, and I credit any legendary Rowdie stunts was
The HardingCI0SS-U>W1ttyteam Rotich fur the highest finish earned The Lady Bisons went on to prove team, and I believe we will be long-term hearing loss to that performed behind one of the
recentlyconcluded its 2006 season. by a Harding runner at nationals. that they were top contenders by even stronger next year."
evening in 1997.
hoops in the 1999 season. Fans
"This is the best women's team
It was a good season according to Junior Artur Kern finished 11th finishing fifi:h overall at nationals.
Cheering at basketball games made roughly 1,800 cups oftea in
head coach Steve Guymon who and sophomore James Cheruiyot The team finished the competition I've ever coached;' Guymon said. "I has been a Harding tradition for what is now knovm as the" Bison
said the team ended with a solid came in 50th overall. Kosgei and with four runners finishing in the have been coaching cross country as long as the school has been Tea Party." The tea party is not a
record, their only regular season Kern's finishes also earned them top 50. Sophomore Janee Jones teams since 1985 and have seen competing in intercollegiate gimmick that can be reproduced
loss coming from the University All-American honors for the finished in ninth overall and earned a lot ofgood teams but none like sports. Harding has become on a nightly basis, but on those
second year in a row.
her second straight All-American this. I am very proud of what the premier place to witness a
· . ofArkansas.
rare nights when the bizarre or
"I believe this was a very good honor. Savita Chelimo finished in they have accomplished."
After winning their seventh
· basketball game, especially since amusing occurs, Rowdie stunts
Many cross country runners moving back to the Rhodes
: straight South Region title, the season," Cheruiyot said. "For the 38th place, Kalina Szteyn finished
become legends.
are
also members of Harding's in 1997.
most
part
everyone
ran
with
very
4
lst
place
and
Jess
Fisher
finished
in
: men's team went on to finish sixth
When conference season
: overall at the NCAA II National few injuries and worked to run in 46th place. The Lady Bisons' track and field team, which
Opponents have traditionally comes calling in January, there's
I Championship in Pensacola, Fla. their best times. I think everyone fifth place finish tied the record recently began its season. Both loved playing Harding if only little excuse for any Rowdi.e npt
; with three runners finishing in the made a lot ofprogress. I hope to for highest ever finish at nationals, the men's and women's teams for the sake of being chanted to be in attendance. For the first
"
traveled Saturday to Jonesboro at by a host of rabid fans. Win time in years, both the Bisons
i top 50. JuniorJulius Kmgei was the improve next year and I'm looking achieved in 2003.
"I feel like the team is a lot to compete in Arkansas State or lose, the opposing benches
'·top finisher for the Bisons coming forward to next season."
and Lady Bisons could find
The women's team also had a closer this year," Jones said. "We University's KickoffK!assic indoor usually can't help but crack a themselves in the Gulf South
in second place, just two seconds
behind Abilene Christian's Nico- successful season, their only loss really pushed each other and track meet.
smile when a teammate fouls Tournament in late February.
out and is escorted by the "left, Both teams would surely benefit
Westmoreland Earns CoSIDA Academic All~America
right" chant of the Rhodes from the Rowdie faithful filling
Rowdies.
the old airplane hangar with
CONTINUED from page 1b
Rhodes Rowdies have a list deafening noise.
The team officially released ofexpectations: wear black an.d
As Harding,srudents, ~cheer
the news of Daniels promo- gold, turn out in huge numbers ing ac the Rhodes is our duty
tion Nov. 21, and Daniels and cheer the Harding Bisons and privilege. Now let's all live
took the spot ofstarting quar- on to another victory.
up to the expectations.
terback Donovan McNabb
on the roster.
"It was just unbelievable
when they told me I was
moving up [to the active roster] ," Daniels said. "When
they told me the news, I really thought I had heard them
wrong."
Daniels now has a Monday Night Football game under his belt and the first taste
on an NFL victory when his
Eagles defeated the Carolina
Panthers on Dec. 4. Daniels
is still a member of the active
CRAIG RAINBOLT/The Bison
roster, and said he hopes the
Senior middle blocker Katie Westmoreland was nominated to CoSIDAAcademic All-America honors
NFL dream will last as long as
last week. Westmoreland let the Lady Bisons to a 24-9 record this season and was named 1st team
possible, a dream that would
Academic All-District, which made her eligible for this honor. She is an accounting major with a 4.0 grade
be more unbelievable if the
point average. Westmoreland was one of 12 volleyball players in the n::ition were selected for this honor.
6-6 Eagles reach the playoffs
in January.
"I just want to continue to
get better as a player," Daniels
said. "I have so much more
CONTINUED from page 1
a healthy rotation for the team how we wear them down."
to learn about this game.
Another advantage the Bi- This job is very demanding,
Junior transfer guard Rick and that is a definite advantage
Hamilton, freshman guard against opponents, Andrepont sons have is the style at which but the rewards are great too.
they play the game, Thies said.
Trent Morgan and sopho- srud.
There's only a small window
more transfer forward Brian
The biggest threat that
"We like our fast-paced of opportunity to play, so
Howard are new faces getting comes with the team this year tempo," Thies said. "We like to I'm going to take advantage
quality minutes.
is the depth that the Bisons push the ball and we will beat while I can and continue to
"We're really ~njoying the have to offer, Morgan said.
you ifyou don't slow us down." improve."
"We're running eleven guys
Following final exams, the
depth the [new players] add
to the team," Andrepont said. deep most games and that's Bison basketball team will trav"With our rotation, they're really impressive," Morgan el to Honolulu to face BYUcoming off the bench and said. "It's so much fun when Hawaii and Hawaii Pacific.
"We'll have some jetlag and
scoring big for us."
you have talented guys that
some tough basketball games .
It's an obvious adjustment are willing to work hard."
but one that has paid off for
That depth gives the Bisons to deal with," Morgan said. ~'It
the edge on other teams, Bibb will be a learning experience
the Bisons, Bibb said.
and hopefully some quality
"Rick is extremely produc- said.
wins
for us on the road."
"Most
teams
only
have
two
l tive offensively and Trent is
The Bisons host their fiC very talented on the defensive or three coming off the bench,"
, side of the ball," Bibb said.
Bibb said. "Everyone on our nal home game of the season
:
Coach Jeff Morgan provides team can produce and that's Dec. 15 against Drury.
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BASKETBALL: Depth Gives Bisons Advantage
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ENTERTAINMENT
Penguin Film: Cute, Complex Brain Food
Sudoku

THE BISON

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 8, 2006

very sc;ary and some quite
comical. One very entertaining acquaintance to
enguins are the craze Mumble is Ramon, a penguin from a different area
this winter as the
of Antarctica, who along
cute and cuddly
creatures take center with his fellow gang of penguins helps to guide and
screen in "Happy Feet," the
teach Mumble about being
newest animated feature to
comfortable with himself.
hit movie mega-plexes.
As the climax of the movie
Centered on Emperor
progresses, Mumble is faced
Penguins living in the cold
with a challenge he eagerly
lands of Antarctica, this
accepts, and die rest of the
movie follows the journey
movie shows how he takes
of Mumble from his birth
on this incredible task with
through some very impor•
strong willpower.
tant twists and turns in his
"Happy Feet" is very
life. While most penguins
are able to express their love reminiscent of the 2001 box
office hit "Moulin Rouge;"
and find their soul mate
as "Moulin Rouge" used
through song, Mumble is
unique renditions of popuborn with a very unusual
lar hies throughout the encharacteristic: he cannot
tire feature as was approprising. What follows is a very
ate, "Happy Feet" employs
touching story about how
a wide range of popular
Mumble finds his way in a
world which labels him as
songs. The beginning is
especially memorable as a
an outcast.
somewhat lengthy love balFrom early in lfis life,
lad, much like "Moulin
Mumble becomes friends
with Gloria, a penguin born Rouge," is used in plat:e of
talking to show how Mumat the same time diat was
ble's parents met and how
blessed with an amazing
he came to be.
ability to sing. She quickly
Robin Williams is among
gains notoriety among the
a long list of celebrities who
penguins, yet she never ·
bring voices to the animals
forgets her close friendship
in this feature film. Hugh
with Mumble.
Jackman, Nicole Kidman,
As Mumble becomes
Elijah Wood and Brittany
separated from his group,
Murphy are just a few of the
he encounters many oilier
other celebrity voices to be
interesting characters, some
JORDAN DYNIEWSKI
student reporter

P

•

heard.
Perhaps the most intriguing aspect of this film
was the computer graphics.
Being an animated Rick of
the 21st century, audiences
expect very high quality,
ana to be sure, this movie
was no letdown . There were
several quickly-paced scenes
that took place underwater and the graphics were
superb in showing an accurate, clear view of all that
lies beneath the surface.
While.some of the plotline was a little "out tliere,"
this was excusable given that
the entire movie took place
around talking, singing penguins. However, it was hard
to get past a very awkward
change that occurred about
two-thirds of the way into
the movie; while the beginning was fairly light-hearted and comical, the last

part of the movie seemed
to switch to a darker tone
where "protect the animals"
seemed to be an undercurrent theme. Furthermore, it
seemed as though a strong
political messa_ge was trying
to be disguised in the form
of furry, fish-eating creatures. Needless to say, some
of the content towards the
end would be over the.head
of most children and hard
to follow for even intelligent
adults.
. Even though it was
sometimes hard to stick
with, the writer had to figure out what message he
was tryipg to get across. At
its moments of simplicity,
the movie worked very well,
entertaining for children
of all ages. Penguins with
their very innocent nature
and natural black and white
suits were the perfect stars
for this movie.
The musical numbers
were chosen wisely such
that anyone could find a
song they knew and sing ·
along, and again, how can
you not love penguins?
Somehow even in the coldest environment of Antarctica these waddling,
web-footed animals leave a
warm feeling in the heart.
And just as t:he tagline says,
"Warning: this show may
cause toe-tapping."

This Week In History
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Classic Not Frozen Yet
"White_Christmas" Continues To Be Popular Mollie

•

HAYLEY TODD
student reporter

I

t is beginning to look
a lot like Christmas ·
around Harding's campus; however, it is not
only Harding that has the
Christmas clieer ready to be
seen by all. Malls, television stations, radio stations
and so many more are already decorating and playing
Christmas music and aisplaying advertisements. Even
though the decorations are a worked together in a show.
major part of Christmas, my Hanover, liowever, stole
H ardy's love interest, ending
favorite part of the holidays
their career together. When
is the Cliristmas movies.
the inn opens, Linda Mason
My favorite Christmas
(Reynolds) comes on to the
movie of all time is "Holiday Inn." This 1942 movie " scene to be Hardy's leading
female role and they end up
featuring Fred Astaire, Bing
falling in love. Throughout
Crosby and Marjorie Reynthe movie, the two plan to
olds is a classic. Although
get married, but once again
the Stof)' line is fictional, it
H anover shows up and lures
is one of those movies you
the girl away witli ideas
can watch multiple times
of fame and fortune. But
and never get tired of with
Hardy is not going down
Crosby's amazing voice and
without a figllt. Hardy goes
Astaire's fancy footwork.
to the movie set where MaThe story focuses on
son is and makes her fall in
Crosby's character, Jim
love with him all over again
Hardy, opening an inn that
by singing his classic "White
will only be open during
Christmas" with his debothe holidays. The "holiday
nair voice. I won't reveal
inn" showcases outlandwho gets the girl.
ish p erformances with a full
The music in the film is
ordiestra and only running
interesting in that it is all
15 days a rear. Before the
about the holidays. There
opening of the inn, Hardy
is a song about each holiand Ted Hanover (Astaire)

Are you a college student who is looking for:

y

A paid 1nternsh1p opportunity that will stand
out on a resume?

V

A custom-designed learning curriculum that
could earn you college credit?

y

A chance to gain experience with a worldrenowned company and gain transferable
skills?

V

An opportunity to meet people from around
the world, make lofelong friends, and have fun?

As a part of the Disney College Program at the Walt Disney Worlcfa> Resort near Orlando, Fl par·
t1c1pants can experience an internship of a lifetime. Visit our Web site and discover why the Disney
College Program is an opportunity you just can1 miss'
Viewing a presentation is required to be eligible for an interview. Log onto our Web site to view
our presentation schedule and find out when we will be on a campus ne(lr you' Scheduling conflict?
l og on and view our qnline E·Prescntat1on
http://wdwcollcgeprogramccard.com/epresentation/~
EOE · Orawlog C~tivity from Diversity • C>Oisney060525701

day of the year and for
some, there are even multiple songs. Many reviewers
cl!).im "The Easter Song" and
"White Christmas" are the 1
best songs in the movie, but :
I believe Astaire's "Fourth
of July" song should be includea in that list. The songs
definitely make the movie.
Honestly, the storyline
behind "Holiday Inn" is not
that great of a story, but the
actors and actresses in this
movie make it a Christmas
classic. The chemistry between Crosby and Astaire is
like ho combination I have
ever seen. c;:rosby's voice
will draw you in every time,
and with Astaire's dancing,
it is hard to turn away from
the film. Reynolds' personality, dancing and even her
voice is complementary to
the dynamic male duo. This
trio makes the best musical
group I have seen in a ·g ood
Christmas film.
•'
I can say with conviction this movie is my favorite Christmas movie .of
all time, and my Christmas
would not be the same Without watching it. I strongly
suggest giving this movie a
chance. Rent it, or wait until
Christmas Eve on TBS when
they will show it about five
times. In my book of movie
favorites, "Holiday Inn" gets
a perfect five stars.

Student Discount
One-Toppin~ Pizzas

Medium $5 Large $6.15

268-9000

Carryout or Delivery
Free Delivery: Sunday-Thursday until Midnight
Friday & Saturday until 1 a.m._

Last Perfgrm.ance by

theUnd~er_groL1nd
House Band
Thursday, Dec. 14th

·Student Discounts·
M-F 7am - Midnight
Sat & Sun 8 - Midnight
Phone: 305-4716
N. Spruce St
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Christmas Carolers

What
Of It?

Giving Season
TakenTo1he
Extreme

0

CRAIG RAINBOLTfThe Bison

Iota Chi members junior Kristen Brown, freshman Kate Kuwitzky, freshman Rebecca Adams, sophomore Julia Potts and sophomore Becky Jo Brock sing Christmas carols at Harding Place on Dec. 3 as part of a service project for the club.

Family Drama In
New TV Show
members of a typical
American family, who are
all very different and a little
bit insane, but who love
.T
elevision is one of
;
my favorite things, each other regardless. In the
·
even more than
pilot episode of the series,
brown paper pack- the patriarch of the family,
played by Tom Skerritt, dies
ages. I am not addicted to it
but certainly dedicated. My
of a heart attack, leaving the
family to deal with the fambest friend, Tivo, supports
ily business and a grieving
my love of this highly acclaimed form of mass media
mother (Sally Field).
by allowing me to return
Calista Flockhart plays
from a busy day of school
the younger sister, a very acand work and relax ~hile
tive and outspoken Repubwatching the prime time
lican who moves back to
lineup he has saved for my
California from New York
review.
to live with her mother and
Mondays he saves "Hetake a job as the conservative
roes" and "Studio 60 on
voice on a political talk show
(with her co-host played by
the Sunset Strip." Tuesday
I watch "Gilmore Girls"
Josh Hopkins). Her quirky
and "Help Me Help You."
demeanor captures the audiWednesday is my day of
ence in the trance that only
rest in order to prepare for
Flockhart has the ability to
Thursday's hardcore lineup
convey to viewers.
of "Grey's Anatomy" and
But the rest of the cast
"Six Degrees." The weekcertainly holds their own.
end is a little slower. All I
The incredibly strong-force
selectively save is ABC's reacting, as the family, is all at
markably entertaining (arid
once, captivating, endearing
Northern Exposure-reminis- and hilarious. Field is alcent) "Men in Trees."
lowed to display lier signaBut Sunday, Sunday is
ture ability to cry convincthe day I wait for. No one
ingly in almost every episode
is allowed in or out when
as she changes the mind of
I am watching my Sunday
one of her five children.
entertainment. The phone
Basically, this show is
is turned off and homework
amazing. It is like "Friends,"
is shoved to the side while I
except a bit more serious
am watching "Brothers and
... and they are all related
Sisters." It is new this year
... and married .. . and live
and is my favorite show of
in Los Angeles. OK, so it is
the season.
not like "Friends," but it is
as good as "Friends" (which,
Keep your "CSI" and
"Lost;" "Brothers and Sisin my opinion, is quite an
accomplishment).
ters" is composed of everything viewers want from
I recommend joining the
modern television - drama, Walker family as they battle
comedy, deep plots, love
out what it means to be a
family. Or, if that doesn't
stories, suspense, anger ...
and a good dose of modern
work, ask Tivo if yeu could
watch it later in the week.
politics.
The show centers around

Sudoku

J. CLIFF GANUS
· student reporter
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from a ll of" us at:
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Gift Certificates

(501) 279-4330

make great gifts.

"Too often I think we
are discouraged by the
shortcomings of the world that
we forget the good left in it."

face and I thought, "Where
did these come from?" One
woman went back to her
hometown in Illinois and
heard about a man who is
the provider for his family
widi nine children and is
dying of a brain tumor. She
approached her community
for support, and together, they raised more than
$70,000 for the family. Another woman was on business in Hawaii and went to
the Kapi' olani Medical Center that specializes in treating children with various
illnesses. She decided to use
her money to buy tickets for
parents unable to see their
children, and to her surprise,
the airlines donated 40 more
tickets. The list goes on and
on of these average people
who thought they were just
going to see a show but that
completely stepped up to
the plate and accomplished
some of the most remarkable acts of kindness.
Here I was concerned
about what would be under the tree wrapped up in
shiny paper for me that I
completely turned a blind
eye to those in need around
me. Don't get me wrong. fo
is completely fine to receive
presents, and I'm not trying
to guilt anyone into giving.
That would be missing the
point. I think it's realizing
the world goes beyond our
surroundings and us. Maybe
we know the problems that
are out there, b ut it seems
like, "What's the point?"
Too often I think we are
discouraged by the shortcomings of the world that
we forget the good left in it.
It's refreshing to know good
deeds are still being spread
throughout the world. I
know, I know, now I'm
sounding like I'm skipping
off to school in
poodle
skirt and saying, ' Welcome
to Rydell."
Aside from appearing naive or idealistic, the point is,
every single one of us has issues going on, but if we each
spreaa a little joy, I think the
Christmas season will truly
be the most wonderful time.
So whether you have the
means to lead a fundraiser
for a worthy cause, buy your
mom that special gift she's
been wanting but will never
buy herself or even just drop
a few coins in the bucket
with the Santa ringing that
bell, I hope you bring joy
to those near you and that
someone does the same for
you. Merry Christmas.

mx

thebison@harding.edu

Merry
*
Christmas
0
idnight il I

*M

nly one week
stands between
me and my freedom. This semester seemed like an endless,
losing battle of projects,
tests, research and papers,
but finally, the stalemate is
over. There is light at the
end of the tunnel. Within
a week, the dark clouds of
deadlines and Scantrons
will be lifted, and I will be
on my way home with visions of sugarplums dancing in my heaa. OK, maybe
not that cheesy, but my
only concerns will be not
to overdose on Christmas
cookies and why I still have
a hard time falling asleep on
Christmas Eve.
Unfortunately, since I've
returned from Thanksgivin~ break, my whole sense
of work ethic has disintegrated, and I find myself
searching for any means
by whicn I can avoid my
schoolwork. So when I sat
down to write my column,
somehow I went from staring at my blank computer
screen to shifting my eyes
up to the television, which
just har,pened to be turned
on to ' Oprah." While I
tried to balance watching
TV with dili~ently working, I couldn t help but
notice Oprah's topic for
the day's show was of her
favorite giveaway ever. By
first glance, my mind immedi~tely t~in~ of_"Oprah's
Favonte Thrngs episode
(my favorite every year), so
all thoughts of working have
vanished and my eyes are
glued to the TV.
A few minutes into the
show, I'm suddenly aware
this isn't "Oprah's Favorite Things" out her favorite
giveaway. They sound similar but are drastically different, and I couldn't help but
continue to watch. Now for
all of you Oprah lovers, you
can easily see how that isn't
a hard thing to achieve, but
for the apathetic, let me assure you that this single episode could radically change
the way you perceive Christmas and the giving spirit.
The show w~ actually a follow-up to a pi:evious episode
that aired October 2006
when Oprah gave her audience members $1,000 each.
The catch was, everyone had
to go home and donate that
money to a good cause and
document it with a handycam that Oprah provided.
·
I thoupht, "Well, that's
clever. I watched story after
story of how these everyday
people took the money and
turned into the most compelling acts of giving.
I hadn't noticed how
moving the show was until I
felt tears streaming down my

6,9,+112 Mot
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